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WMC Does “Go Motorsport” at the Pirelli Rally
WMC provided manpower and display cars for the Go Motorsport display in Carlisle city centre at the start
of the Pirelli Rally last month. Regional development Officers Peter
Metcalfe and Alison Clark were on
hand with the Go Motorsport gazebo.
As well as various giveaways we also
raffled a free entry in our May
autotest and gave out membership
forms.
Thanks to Linda Graham and
David Wiggins for bringing their
cars which attracted a lot of interest (possibly more than the actual
rally!)
David also found an interesting
tranny - while Chris and I went an
hid round the back of the cars!

JLT MSA Club of the Year
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Diary
Club events over the next month or so
June Pub Run
Wednesday, June 4th
Entries to:
Kendall Bruce 01946861531 and Bob Marshall on 01946861493 or by email.
kendall.bruce@sky.com or bobnbet.64@btopenworld.com

June Grass Autotest
Wednesday, June 11th, starts at 19.00
Whins Farm; High Harrington; CA14 4NN
Entries to: Chris Hunter on 07767 426 182 or 01946 830373 or email:
fiona.tyson@yahoo.co.uk
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Talking Point
Topical comment from the world of motoring
Over recent years we have made great strides in how we communicate with our members and with the
wider world. It used to be quite simple with the printed word and phone calls but the “WWW” and all
its associated functions has changed all that. Now whether that is a good thing is a matter for debate but
electronic communication is very quick and cheaper than the more traditional ways. The local papers
have lost a third of their readership over the last ten years or so and continue to do so. At least our local
papers still exist as in some areas they have already gone to the great chip shop in the sky!
It does mean that we have to use a wide variety of communications. Start Line is very important and
we are very fortunate in having such a great magazine which is down to the many members who contribute reports and articles often on a regular basis. These days there are far fewer clubs that have a
good magazine or newsletter.
The emailer system that we subscribe to allows us to sent Start Line out without fear of it ending up in
a “SPAM” box and it also allows us to send individual emails to particular interest groups depending on
what you ticked on the membership form and also we can mail members who live more locally about
club nights and runs etc.
There are now relatively few phone calls to officials and most queries and entries are made via email.
We also now have Face Book page. So far we have resisted the “joys” of Twitter or Instagram. The
danger is that communications can get fragmented which leads to queries and comments not being answered. At the same time we have to keep the traditional “hard copy” magazines going and feed the
printed news papers as well for those who like them.
The weekly motoring press such as Motor Sport News (Motoring News to you and me!) and Autosport have lost massively in the advertising stakes and are now suffering from the on line magazines
that cover the upper levels of the sport such as Motorsport Monday which come free of charge within
24 hours of a Grand Prix of WRC round. It’s all about instant news these days, a far cry from when in
my youth you had to wait a couple of weeks to read about a grand prix in Motor Sport just to get the
results!
I rarely visit Carlisle city centre these days, in fact the day I was there was the Pirelli rally was the first
for about three years. I could not believe how quiet it was! Even more so when I went back to the car
park at 12.30 and it was only half full.. Years ago if you were not there by ten then you did not get a
place! When will the petty local politicians realise that parking
charges are killing towns and cities when out of town shores and complexes do not charge? Now the same little Hitlers are imposing street
parking charges in Cumbrian towns, some of which are already struggling. Please sign the online petition: https://you.38degrees.org.uk/
petitions/say-no-to-on-street-parking-charges-in-cockermouth?
bucket&source=facebook-share-button&time=1400952096
GTF

Editor: Graeme Forrester, Clints Cottage, Blindcrake, Cockermouth,
Cumbria, CA13 0QP. 01900 825642
Email: gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk
The opinions expressed in this issue of Start Line are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Club
The contents of Start Line are protected by copyright 2014
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Classic Column
News from the Classic Scene
It looks like the end of the road for Italian styling house Bertone. The company began bankruptcy
proceedings after mounting debts forced it to lay off staff. CEO Marco Filippa has left, and it is reported that employees have been without a salary since November last year. By the end of April, it is
expected that a court hearing will announce either the company’s closure or the name of a suitable
buyer. The latter seems unlikely, but there is conjecture that a Turkish company is interested in acquiring the name. Bertone celebrated its centenary in 2012, when it built the Ferrari-based Nuccio in
honour of company founder Nuccio Bertone (see the feature in the new issue), who died in 1997.
Since his death the company has struggled under the control of his widow, Lilli, selling its manufacturing facilities to Fiat in 2009 and auctioning such family jewels as the Stratos Zero and Lamborghini Marzal concept cars to stave off bankruptcy in 2011.
Though its Birmingham factory is set to close, Dunlop Motorsport says the continued supply of its
popular CR65 racing tyre will not be an issue. Despite the news that Dunlop's Birmingham factory
will soon close, concerns over the continued supply of racing tyres – and specifically the CR65, as
used in practically all pre-1966 racing – are unfounded, according to Dunlop Motorsport.
Dunlop has made tyres in Birmingham since 1902, but its Erdington site has been sold by the landlord to Jaguar Land Rover and is scheduled for closure on 1 September.
Dunlop, which has been under the control of US-based Goodyear since 1999, has been stockpiling
tyres but admits it is prioritising the CR65 over later types for which there is alternative supply.
James Bailey of Dunlop would not confirm the figure of 9000 tyres, estimated as about two years’
supply. Retail suppliers have told us that they see no immediate problem getting hold of the CR65.
Bailey noted: 'Since we found ourselves in the position of having to relocate production, historic racing tyres have been high on the agenda. We are evaluating sourcing options to ensure continued supply of tyres such as CR65 and the vintage road tyres. We activated a contingency plan, including
building inventory for the forthcoming season. We are currently in consultation with our unions and
we expect to be able to announce the future production location of these tyres soon.
Plans have been announced for a new building at Gaydon, Warwickshire, which will house more than
200 cars from the reserve collections of both the Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust and the British Motor
Industry Heritage Trust. To be called the Museum Collection Centre, the new building (pictured) will
stand next to the existing Heritage Motor Centre museum and will enable visitors to view many cars
from the reserve collections of both trusts for the first time in a purpose-built facility.
Since JDHT moved out of its old home at Browns Lane in 2011, much of its collection has been displayed in galleries at the Coventry Transport Museum and the Heritage Motor Centre. These will continue, but the new building means that all the reserve cars from Jaguar Heritage’s collection (as well
as BMIHT’s) can go on show too. That includes more than 30 Daimler and Lanchester models, dating
from 1897 to 2002 – many of which have not been on public display before.
The building will also include a vehicle restoration and conservation workshop, and space for an ambitious programme of activities aiming to involve people locally and regionally through outreach and
learning events. It will also aid the further development of the trusts’ existing volunteer programmes,
which allow people to become more involved with the collections by helping out with conservation
and interpretation.

www.lakedistricthotels.net
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WMC Does 9th Monaco Historique May 2014
On 9th May an intrepid band of ten Club members, ably led by Paul Gilligan, set off from Liverpool
John Lennon Airport bound for the joys Monte Carlo and the biennial “9e Grand Prix Historique
de Monaco”. For those of us of a certain age and lingering memories of Castrol R this wonderful
race meeting brings joy unconfined, with a two day programme of motoring nirvana. For those of
you of a historical bent, Monaco started running the “Historique” in 1997 to commemorate the 700th
Anniversary of the Grimaldi Dynasty, originally to feature cars that had run in the Monaco Grand
Prix since 1929. Entry restrictions have loosened somewhat since that first event and hence we were
delighted see also more wide ranging, mouth-watering machinery, including a number of Jaguar C
and D Types.

WMC Strategically Placed in
Grandstand below crane
(top left of Picture)

Vehicles are now entered in one of seven categories related to age and type, being:
Pre War* Voiturette and Grand Prix Cars
Pre 1961 Grand Prix F1 and F2 Cars
Sports Cars between 1952-55
Grand Prix Cars 1500cc 1961-65
Formula 1 Cars 1966-72
Formula 1 Cars 1973-78
Formula 3 Cars 2 litre 1974-78
(*For younger readers, Second World War)
In other words, there was something for everyone in that automotive “pot pourri” and those of us
with high expecxtations of the weekend were not to be disappointed. Friday saw ten 20 minute
practice sessions, allowing us to see every entry thrashed in anger. These sessions were interspersed with a number of car processions which also brought great delight. Everything from Fiat
Topolinos and Ford Mustangs to Ferraris Auto Unions and Classic Rally Cars either wafted or
blasted around for our pleasure. Saturday, Race Day, brought a full card of seven races, together
with a wonderful demonstration by Jean-Pierre Jabouille and Alain Prost in a couple of Renault F1
Turbos.
Readers will be comforted to learn that the WMC Expeditionary Force on arrival in Nice made
base camp at the “Ibis Gare” (no pretensions there then) and travelled daily courtesy of SNCF to
Monaco on the 07.03 flier via Villefranche and Beaulieu, both sur mer and looking tempting. But
we would not be denied our motoring fix and duly arrived at the circuit daily long before the first
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starter motor whirred – regardless of late nights spent in wassail and consequent sore heads.
Space does not permit a full blow by blow account of the racing but suffice to say it was truly
superb and enhanced by the unique Monaco setting. Our tickets allowed access to the evocatively
named “Grandstand K1”, arguably the best site ion the whole circuit for maximum viewing. It is
effectively a “quadruple aspect” location with views to the front of the harbour and track, to the
rear of the famous St. Devote corner, and to the left of not only the main drag up the hill to Casino Square, but also the Tunnel Exit and Chicane. Wow! These superb seats were surprisingly
reasonable in price, though I believe that for the Grand Prix two weeks later they were changing
hands at as much as £1000-1200 for the weekend – ouch. (A silly price to pay to watch today’s
emasculated F1 cars in my view – discuss!)

WMC Members doing what they do
best

So each day we settled to watch mostly sensible highly competitive racing but also a degree of
automotive carnage. As a fairly regular attendee at Classic Motorsport Events it never ceases to
amaze me how many of the jockeys really have a go, despite some of their mounts being valued
in the millions as well as the tens of thousands. In fairness all of our likes and dislikes were tempered by our youthful experiences so I can only speak for my own most memorable moments. I
loved watching the 1930s Alfas racing in their “proper” maroon, not red colours, despite being
entered in the 1934 Grands Prix by Scuderia Ferrari – that changed pretty soon. The beautiful
Maserati 250Fs were as usual a joy to watch, a perfect blend of art and engineering (some of the
latter definitely not “period” on suspects, but lovely nonetheless). I stood open jawed watching
an Allard J2 being literally wrenched around the track by its intrepid driver coping with huge
power and minimal handling. I loved the 1970s two litre Formula Three cars as I spent many
youthful weekends at Brands, Silverstone and further afield watching these hugely enjoyable and
competitive fields. One yearns for the days of at least six or seven highly competent chassis
manufacturers and three major engine providers, Renault, Toyota and Ford, all chasing victory
on a level playing field (It was also a kind of “Britain’s Got Talent” for aspiring drivers at the
time). But I am afraid, shockingly, my favourite experience of the weekend had to be listening
to, but not necessarily watching, the glorious sound of the twelve cylinder F1 Matra pressing
through the gears up the hill to Casino Square, a sound that has lived with me since younger days
as if it was yesterday. I have yet to hear a better sound from a motorcar! One remembers the
greats, but we also bore witness to Techno, Token, Ensign and Fittipaldi – how many can say
that with a straight face?
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You don’t see that every day on a Zebra Crossing
(pace the late, great Jack Brabham)
Finally I must issue a big thank you to Paul Gilligan who managed the whole weekend superbly. In order to protect the innocent, I have detailed only the motorsport aspects of our
weekend away, and left to the readers’ imagination the wild Bacchanalia of “out of hours”
activities. Great cars, great company, great food and wine – what more does a man want? By
the way, I am fairly sure that Monaco is the only GP Circuit where I have witnessed Marshals
actually repairing and polishing the Armoco after a ding!
Nigel Wright

Open Gardens
Sunday June 15th

Crookdake, near Aspatria, Alana Rylands gardens plus classic
cars on display. Teas and plants for sale. 13.00 to 17.00

Sunday June 29th

Blindcrake Gardens, Arts & Crafts Trial plus teas. Classic
Cars. Free admission and tea for classic car drivers. 13.00 until
17.00

Partners with Wigton Motor Club – please call
0844 824 1135 and don’t forget to mention your
club when you do!
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PG Tips
I will start this month by apologising to my avid reader (hi mum!) for failing to submit my usual
page of nonsense about old Skodas and motoring rants. The only excuse I can muster is that my car
world was once again in complete melt down. As mentioned (just a few times) previously I was
due to head off to the Isle of Man for the classic speed event in Snotty in the last week of April, but
with 5 days to go the mild and mildly annoying misfire went from occasional to regular…in fact so
regular as to make old Snotty undriveable – certainly in competition anyway. After a rolling road
session and some testing and examination by more than one person, with 1 day to go there were 2
possibilities – the ECU was faulty or the crank trigger pulley was moving enough laterally to fool
the ECU into misfiring. The solution to the ECU problem was to drive to Scunthorpe, collect another one, drive home, flash it with the map and hope it worked. The solution to the more likely
problem of the moving crank pulley was to get some crank thrust washers, dismantle a section of
the engine and fit them. The main problem with this second option was that the only new washers
in the country were in Brighton. Brighton and back in a day followed by fitting them was not a
cheap or attractive option. In the end I gave in and went as a spectator/marshal and took the refund
on my entry fees. A real shame and if I had had another day or 2 (Easter holidays lost me 2 post
days) I could have had the thrust washers and an ECU posted or couriered and fitted. Damn you
Easter!
We still had a great few days away and it was good to see the two Davids , Wiggins and Rushton,
out there for the first time enjoying the roads. There were a couple of relatively serious crashes this
year but it doesn’t look as though they will adversely affect the running in future. The overall winner was a Mitsubishi Evo that did the Pikes Peak hillclimb in the USA last year but for me the stars
of the event were the two pre-war Morgan 3 wheelers which were on the ragged edge quite often,
sounded like a Spitfire flypast and went well too.
The other white Skoda is currently in a bodyshop being sprayed entirely white after the removal of
the bodykit. My partial engine re-build seems to have been a success – it no longer rattles like a
skeleton in a washing machine or smokes like Marlboro man (other cigarette brands are available!)
and it feels quite sprightly – certainly faster than Ugly the 105 was. I feel like I ought to name the
car but something fitting isn’t springing to mind at the moment. Someone had suggested calling it
Fek due to it’s number plate but I’m not sure saying Fek in front of my 4 year old is a good idea!
Any suggestions are welcome.
Some of you might now know I have moved from a real shift based job dealing with the public to
an office based job at Penrith, apart from being a massive culture shock it has also allowed me access to a shared hire car. The car in question is none other than a Toyota Yaris 1.3 vvti 6 speed petrol powered monster! Err….monster may be going too far, but it is definitely petrol powered. It is,
as most modern cars are, significantly bigger than it’s predesesor and quite well equipped it is also
made from a variety of quite brittle and hollow sounding plastics none of which look like they cost
more than 50p. The driving position is a bit odd with the steering wheel being far away even at it’s
furthest setting but the seats are comfortable enough. It drives quite well too, pulling through the
gears and cruising at 60-70mph with ease. All good stuff for a £10k supermini…until I checked the
list price. Now would be a good time to take a seat if you are standing, because a 1.3 Yaris with
brittle interior actually costs over £15k if you spec it with the metallic paint our car has! £15,000…
hard to believe isn’t it? I realize I’m out of touch with modern car prices but that’s a lot for a run of
the mill small hatchback surely? Anyway, one thing I know is that I won’t be buying one anytime
soon, not least because it feels so cheap inside (apart from the touch screen media centre…as they
call it) but also because I don’t have any money and all 3 of my cars seem to need attention on a
weekly basis. I’m not sure how I would fill my time if I just owned a Toyota Yaris!
Peter
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Scammonden
Drenched in traditionally brutal Manchunian heat, 30 seconds of ripe tarmac lay patiently awaiting the Wigton speed competitors, like a basking cobra in anticipation of her charmer.
For most, this was not a familiar setting, and the anxiety lingered on the palette, despite the soothing lullaby of one of Britain's best-loved landmarks - the awesome M62. Signposting had reminded us that this was Britain's highest motorway, and the engines, like the drivers, struggled to
cope with the sheer altitude of this Olympian setting.
Nevertheless, 11 brave Wigton driver's donned their ropes and in a single pick-line set about the
epic descent to the bottom of the hill. This was, however, nothing compared to the exhausting trek
back to the summit; the loose gravel and foliage only serving to remind the crew of the rarechallenge this opportunity would present. After all, despite this being a former stop on the path to
British Championship glory, events at this hill are rare; not least owing to the disturbances they
can be known to cause in awakening the sleepy motorway above.
When the marshal summoned the sweat-drenched and now somewhat exhausted drivers to their
chariots for the ceremonial convoy down to the start line, the author noted the absence of singleseater race cars on the event. Clearly, this was no place for the frail.
Unbearable heat soaked the lower paddock, red lights reflected in the mirage, the metronomic tick
of tappets...
Green! And the orange Porsche Boxster of Simon Butterworth roared from the startline, like a furious Umpalumpa seeking vengeance. This was the first of four morning attacks at the hill; every
one urging the drivers to find the crucial tenth that would mean the difference between victory and
despair.
On the third assault, Mark Purdham drew admiration from the sea of spectators, with a flamboyant and dizzying repertoire of doughnuts. These had such an enduring character that the following
Alex Thornton was able to enjoy the final episodes first hand, giving rise to a somewhat unexpected lunchtime conversation topic - foam sausages. These menacing items had been placed
around each of the drains on the course, which in turn were perfectly positioned on the racing line.
This added a delightful slalom element to proceedings, reminiscent of the recent Xochi Winter
Games.
Fortunately, being Cumbrian, Team Wigton are renowned for their skills in this regard, and performances certainly reflected this. In class 1D, a gladiatorial battle ensued between the Hummingbird Elise of Chris Harris and the Magnolia Samurai Honda of Alex and Mike Thornton - all three
obliterating the class record in the process.
Further records were broken when newcomer Chris Sparks put in an astonishing performance to
take his fast and furious Honda Civic to class 3C victory on only his second event.
Despite narrowly losing out to his father for the 3E class win, Ben Butterworth took a strong result and achieved the fastest newcomer award on the day. Mike Garstang meanwhile took his mini
to deserved 32.98 seconds by his final run.
Willie Jarman took time out from his ad hoc paddock attendant role to set fastest time in class,
although he and Angela Jones suffered from a consistently disobedient gearbox on the critical final bend. Willie too is likely to suffer, as the issue cost Angela second in class.
In the 1700cc space framed class, Les Golding took the win despite mysteriously destroying his
rear axle on the fifth timed run. Rumours that foam sausages were involved are as yet unconfirmed. Meanwhile, while Angus Buchan basked in admiring glances of his Jeffrey JS5 and
missed out on second by only 13 hundredths of a second.
FTD was taken by the all conquering Hosson Bouler of Mark Purdham, who found himself more
than 1.5 seconds clear of the nearest rival come the end of an epic day, which saw 9 runs in total.
The Wigton juggernaut rolls into Teesside on the 26th May.
Alex Thornton
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Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border
Speed Championship
Sadly no one has written a Scammonden report but it was a slick event with lots of runs in great
weather.

Driver
Mark Purdham
Simon Butternworth
Ben Butterworth
Les Golding
Chris Sparks
Alex Thornton
William Jarman
Mike Thornton
Chris Harris
Angela Jones
Angus Buchan
Mike Garstang

Car

Class

Hossn Bouler
Porsche Boxster
Porsche Boxster
Caterham 7
Honda Civic
Integra
Peugeot 205
Integra
Lotus
Peugeot 205
Jeffrey
Morris Cooper S

Time

Points

24.35
26.43
26.91
26.93
26.96
27.83
28.18
28.23
28.33
29.35
30.98
32.98

25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14

Teesside will have taken place by the time you read this and then it’s on to Barbon which should see
the biggest entry of WMC drivers so far and at the end of June we have a trip to the wilds of Forrestburn.

Welcome to the following new members:
We have pleasure in welcoming the following new members to the Club and we hope that you all
enjoy our events and social activities.

Steven & Christine Bowditch - Carlisle
Karl Lord
- knutsford
David Walmsley
- Colne
Geoff & Maggie Bateman - Mellis Eye
Andrew & Lesley Turney - Carlisle
Mark & Sallyann Lewis
- Washington
Jeremy Wickins
- Dundee

Phil Griffiths
Lee Teste
Neil Walmsley
J Barrie Hodkinson
Simon Kingsley
John Sutton
Jeremy Ash

– Broughton in Furness
– Over Peoner
-Bury St Edmunds
- Skipton
- Knaresborough
- York
-Sheffield

For most of you this will be your first magazine and we hope that you enjoy it and that
you will take part in many of our activities.
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Elderly Utterances
The Voice of Experience!
Ron Palmer has his say
After receiving a fair amount of interest in a weekday morning run we shall hold the first Midweek Meander on Tuesday 22nd July. We will meet for coffee at 10am in Dobbies Garden Centre just off the
A595 at Newby West, map reference 85/354515 and leave at 10.30 -10.45. The route will be about
30/40 miles and there will be simple route instructions so that those travelling solo (no navigator) will
be able to cope. There will be no timing or clues just a drive out and the finish venue for lunch will be
advised at the start. Please let me know if you intend to come as I will need to prepare enough route instruction sheets. ronpalmer777@hotmail.com or 01228 575153.
David Agnew is busy preparing the Lake District Classic and Targa for the 29th June and this year there
will be 20 tests and no regularities or road time penalties and completing the course will be well within
the ability of any navigator who can plot a map reference. There are three free places for novice entries
with no previous rally experience - all now taken. Entries are coming in well with lots of new faces not
see before and there is an entry limit of 60 on the Classic and 20 on the Targa. Regulations and entry
forms from me direct, contact details above, or see the club website events section. If you are unable to
take part as an entrant please offer your services as a marshal for the day to David on 01946 841455.
Also progressing well is the route for the Rose and Thistle in August. Here again entries are coming in
fast and it never ceases to amaze me the distances some will travel to take part. This year we have entries for each event from Suffolk and for a few years Ryan Pickering did the six hundred mile round trip
from Southampton to compete in the LDC.
The Drive it Day gathering at Dalemain worked well and the weather was perfect for kicking tyres and
talking cars. Food was taken in the sunny courtyard and all in all it was a grand day. I liked David Huxley’s Alvis, David Martin’s Volvo 142 and the little Austin 7 Ruby, rather demure as it sat at the end of
the line next to Frank Wilson’s Daimler saloon. The venue, company, weather and the drive home were
all most enjoyable.
Nine of us enjoyed our bi annual trip to Monaco for the Historic Racing which fits in well two weeks
before the F1 Grand Prix meeting. The racing was varied and exciting with a modicum of expensive
damage as no quarter is given. We all felt very patriotic as we leapt to our feet as the British national
anthem announced yet another Brit. driver success. Our usual stand - K1 - gave an excellent view over
the harbour with the usual expensive boats, the cars exiting the tunnel and chicane as they approached
us before disappeared towards the Piscine and behind us we could see the scrap for space as the field
funnelled into St Devote before blasting up the hill towards Casino Square. The occasional biere was
taken which helped avoid the worst of the dehydration and I remembered to take my whoopee cushion
which makes the hard seating bearable. Paul did a great organising job and elsewhere in Startline Nigel
Wright will have done more justice to the event plus photos.
The Gallop ran well and the thirty cars and sixty entrants enjoyed an interesting route which took in a visit to Beamish on the Friday, Eden WW11
Camp at Malton on the Saturday and the Hartlepool Maritime Museum
and the fine warship HMS Trincomalee on the Sunday before the run
home over the Pennines. The two nights at the Blackwell Grange Hotel
were very enjoyable social occasions enjoyed by all. Better get started on
next year’s event.
Ron.
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THE MALTS
I am not about to give you loads of details about who was two seconds behind or ahead, you can
read the full story on the HERO website, this is a brief and hopefully not boring snapshot of the
event.
An unplanned change of car on the outskirts of Carlisle. The oil pressure on the Healey 3000
was very low so everything out of the Healey and into the Mercedes 280sl Pagoda which had enjoyed a lovely couple of days on Ron's Run!
Smooth journey to Gleneagles for the start. Lots of familiar faces at scrutineering, numbers on,
sound test, etc., off then to do the measured distance. Everything was well co-ordinatd even the
cars had an allotted parking space with a sign/number, ready for the start. I was feeling very
calm!
DAY ONE
Day one was quite busy and we didn't do too well on the tests. Driving a Healey on tests is one
thing but a much longer Car with wheels in different places, automatic gearbox (although the
gears were used manually), different engine noises and power steering took a bit of getting used to
and I wasn't driving!
In the afternoon regularity a problem was encountered by way of road works just after the beginning of the reg, a sign in the start lay-by instructed us to follow the road book route until we
reached another start point. This we did and it was interesting speaking to other navigators in the
dealing of the situation. Sean Toohey navigating for Graham Walker, winners of many events,
decided to add on and incurred a few penalties dropping them down in the ratings. We decided to
zero everything, get out the speed tables as the reg was at only one speed 23 mph. Success was
variable but worked for us and we incurred a total of 5 penalties
We had a great run, did our best and ended the day 12th equal.
DAY TWO
We left Loch Lomond for a fantastic days drive, both the scenery and the weather. The second
test was the famous Rest and Be Thankful hill climb! now a much easier run on Tarmac. We did
well, two penalties and a test enjoyed by all. We ended the day at the Glenelg ferry, the last turntable ferry in operation. The currents looked pretty strong because of the funnelling effect between the mainland and the island. On approaching Glenelg we had been asked to make use of the
local services before the ferry and check in at the passage control at the services. Luckily for us
the fuel station was chockablock. I suggested we make for the ferry vaguely remembering that it
only took six cars maximum and as it turned out is only licensed to take 12 people (also including
car passengers.) We didn't have too long to wait although several later cars reversed and crossed
by way of the new bridge.
The rally was split on The island of Skye into several hotels and we had the longest journey. The
luck of the draw I expect. We were made very welcome in a small hotel in.Portree. Dinner was
the freshest cod I've had in years. No results that night.
DAY 3
Wake up time was all too soon and we had to make our way back to the airfield at Broadford for
the first test of the day. Tony Davies was on hand to give out the results, we had our lunchtime
results every day on checking in at the last control of the day and our final results before dinner
was over. A very efficient service. We did have a Marshall's clock problem on two regs and
these had to be cancelled but on the whole the organisation of the event was pretty good.
The first test over, it was over the bridge into Plockton and the second test at the airfield. It was a
very pretty run and we so enjoyed this day with a wide variety of scenery, long views, mountains,
the sheer ruggedness of the area. Everyone should do Skye, Plockton on Loch Carron, then up
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the west coast along the Pass of the Cattle. The Bealach na Ba rises to 2053ft in height from
sea level in about five mikes and is the most spectacular pass in Scotland. Single track and
warning signs at its foot, including one deterring learner drivers. Then onto Ullapool before
heading to Strathpeffer. Medicine for the soul.
Happy to send the road book.
Day FOUR
Six regularities, three tests and six distilleries! A busy day and much cooler so the hood went
up at the coffee halt. my teeth were chattering!
At the evening halt Roma Weir who had been vying for second/third place was looking a little
glum and confessed to forgetting to write a regularity starting time on her card, thus earning 120
points, husband Barry was a little upset although was probably talking at that particular time as
drivers are inclined to do! I commiserated having done the same many years previously, distractions come in many forms! All the regularities were self start, the time leaving had to be written
on the time card or penalties incurred, including the zero seconds as another competitor found to
his horror, no sloppy habits!
Sue And Mark Godfrey had been in number one spot each day and would continue to be so until the end and another feather in their cap. Sue and Mark have won many events deservedly so
as Sue is an ace navigator and Mark an ace driver, a formidable (but very nice) pair. Graham Walker and Sean Toohey had recovered from fourth position and were now in second
place.
Rihard Dresner and Colin Mckenzie had been competing for second or third alongside poor
Roma of the non start time and hubby Barrie. It was close thereafter and the competition was
quite intense. We were 10th =.
DAY 5
The last day and we were extremely proud to only incur four points, along with Barry and
Roma Weir, we each had two penalties a.m. and p.m, the only two crews to achieve this. We
made our way back to Gleneagles very pleased, the icing on the cake was the only driving test of
the day and Keith had matched the bogie time and a ZERO for only the second time on the event
tests. Finally getting to grips with the car which had behaved impeccably, comfort and joy almost. We crossed the finish line and made our way to the bar......well deserved., thinking we
were tenth. That evening at the dinner we were in eighth place, a bronze medal and first in
class. Sue and Mark first. Graham and Sean second and Richard and Colin third.
The Healey....we'll I'm not sure, it's very smelly, lets in the rain, the wipers can't cope, it's very
noisy, breaks down often but I do still have a soft spot for this very British sports car!
Sue Hoffmann

Appleby Rotary Club
Saturday June 14th

Wine & Savouries Evening
At David Hayton’s Showroom at Gilwilly, Penrith
At 19.30
Interesting cars old and new
Tickets £12.50 from Appleby Rotary or David Hayton on 0771364339
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Black Beck Grass Tracking
Black Beck, Egremont was the venue for the latest Grass Track event, sorry….Autotest.
Smooth organisation by David Agnew, timekeeping by our leader Graeme and the hardy marshals all provided for an excellent little event.
Most of the usual suspects were in attendance. Considering the previous showers we had an excellent turnout of 20 enthusiastic members. Two tests were set up although some careful juggling was needed to accommodate us all in the same field.
I did the first two tests with a short reverse, 38 secs each and the marshal commented
“consistent” which in my book usually means consistently slow. Consistently better were Rob
Iveson and Chris Hunter so these were the boys to look out for. The field was very slippery and
anyone too enthusiastic on the accelerator quickly dug a hole and covered the car and/or marshals in mud. Yes one or two nameless competitors actually needed a push! The competitors
who arrived late may have had a disadvantage here – although this was just one of the many
‘racing’ excuses banded about on the night. Cars too heavy, too light, passenger is too heavy,
too light, wrong tyres, too much pressure in tyres, blinded by the sun, engine missing etc. etc.
Do Vettel and Hamilton follow this same pattern? Yes I guess they do albeit on a slightly
higher level.
The second test was much more open, and 2nd gear was possible, we like that! More consistency followed and that meant there would only be a few seconds between the top few.
The laughing coming from Steve Palmer and Roger Pope in the Mini could apparently be heard
in Gosforth. Steve Douglas struggled with the low set MGB on Pirelli semi slicks but entertained us all trying and failing to climb the grassy slope. Three members of the Iveson family
provided the usual amusement of how to drive sideways over the finish line.
Sandwiches and chips were organised in the nearby pub for those that could make it. I must
have been smiling as I returned home; my wife exclaimed “I don’t want another of those mugs
in the cupboard”. She doesn’t seem to be able to appreciate my selection of fine coffee mugs
marked ‘Wigton Motor Club’ and ‘Thank you for Marshalling the Malcolm Wilson Rally’.
Sebastian and Lewis would be well jealous of those mugs.
More good cheap motorsport thrills will follow on 11th June at Whins Farm, High Harrington –
I think.
Steve Fishwick

Thank You To Organisers
So far this year we have had seven events. Our thanks got to the following people:
Film Show
Awards Dinner
Training Autotest
Lunch Run
Getaway Gallop
Grass Autotest
Pub Run

Graeme Forrester
David Agnew, Willie Jarman, Jim O’Neill, Graeme Forrester
David Wiggins, Steve Palmer, Graeme Forrester
Charles & Kit Graves
Ron and Christine Palmer
David Agnew
Graeme Forrester & Helen Brooks
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Black Beck Autotest Results
Steve Fishwick
Chris Hunter
Robert Iveson
Andrew Graham
William Jarman
Brian Iveson
Mark Messenger
Nigel Moffat
M. Graham
John Hunter
Roger Pope
Chris Jones
Angela Jones
Alan Jackson
Brian Graham
Eileen Horsfall
Steve Palmer
Robert Messenger
Mandy Iveson
Stephen Douglas

Puma
Imp
Mini
Puma
Peugeot
Mini
Corsa
Micra
Mini
Imp
Mini
Peugeot
Peugeot
MG TF
Corsa
Suzuki
Mini
Corsa
Mini
MG B

F
R
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
R
F
F
F
R
F
F
F
F
F
R

255
260
265
272
279
283
285
286
287
287
289
298
298
300
306
318
328
336
348
368

1st OA
1st R
1st F
F
F
F
F
F
F
R
F
F
F
R
F
F
F
F
F
R

Annual General Meeting
We very much appreciated those members who took the trouble to attend the AGM of the Club.
There was some wide ranging discussion of the problems facing motorsport and the general lack of
support for new events from the MSA who seem obsessed with “closed roads” type events. The
meeting felt this was very frustrating.
David Rushton stood down from the committee after many years service but will still be involved
on events. We welcome Paul Eastwood to the committee. Peter Garforth will be joint Vice Chair
and David Wiggins is taking over the role of Chief Marshal which has been vacant for some time.
We are always keen to involve more people in the committee or as organisers.
Paul Gilligan (treasurer) reported a very successful year financially. Chairman Jim O’Neill reported the Club continued to do well with a wide variety of events and strong entry levels.

Classic Weekend
August 16/17th
Don’t forget to get your entries in for both the Rose & Thistle Run
and the Classic & Motorsport Show.
Entry forms on the website.
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Isle of Man Classic 26th -28th April 2014
– A speed season in a weekend.
After years of procrastination and much encouragement from “PC” Garforth my entry fee of £390
for the two hillclimbs and one sprint was sent off along with a similar amount to the Steam Packet
company for three nights accommodation and the ferry fare. To be honest I was doubting my sanity
spending a grand on what could be a damp and dismal weekend not 30 miles from Egremont, where
you could buy a four bed house for less.
For once I put an effort into my preparation, a new
genuine Peugeot (well alright Valeo) clutch was acquired from e-bay at the princely sum of £35, it took
me a day to fit by myself, but the original had no
wear after 5 years of speed events, so I was pleased
to have done it but it was more of a learning experience than a necessity. The Bilstein coilovers were
stripped, cleaned and regreased, unfortunately the
new seals and spherical bearings (ssshh you never
heard me mention those) I’d bought went back on
the shelf as they didn’t need replacing. Again unworn, but 7 year old brake discs were replaced with
a brand new set of Tarox drilled and grooved discs
for a Citroen Visa Gti (can anyone remember
those?) for £40 delivered along with superb Carbon Lorraine RC- 6 pads , a £70 bargain from Demon Tweeks e bay outlet (worth searching out for bargains). That lot was topped off with a set of 4
new 185/55 x13 Avon ZZR soft compound road going tyres(MSA list 1b) and 2 in medium compound to go on the front. Oh and the engine was treated to a new Pipercross PX500 “sausage” air filter and not just any Orange and Mango fruit juice bottle, but a Marks and Spencer Orange and
Mango fruit juice bottle for a non MSA compliant oil catch tank.
Having slung all those bits on and not adjusted the clutch cable, I set off on the Wednesday afternoon
on the test run with the 3 gallons of petrol left over from 2013 which was the drive from Wigton to
the ferry terminal at Heysham via the Lake District as I didn’t want to chance the M6. No problems,
no fuel stops and the car drove gracefully through the 1950’s urban nightmare that is known as Morecambe, which is twinned with Kirk o Shotts .
The queue for the ferry was awesome, Mk2 Escort tarmac rally car to the left, 1930 something Frazer
Nash to the front, two Dolly Sprints on trailers, a Stig Blomqvist Saab 99 turbo replica and Porsche
911 Carrera “Evocation” or replica as they used to be known before classic car prices took off again.
Simeon, the driver of the Porsche and definitely from the right part of town (London) became my
first “new” friend of the weekend as was anyone who liked my car and that killed the time until we
drove onto the ferry. At which point I spotted Mr Garforth in Mr eastwood’s rather nice classic
Scooby Imprezza. Naturally two fingered salutes were offered and accepted.
Determined not to sit in the Pontins Lounge or the Butlins Brasserie, I took up position on the outside passenger deck to take in the Morecambe Bay Windturbines and views of Barrow. One of the
last cars onboard was the Rushton’s Morgan which looked superb from above. Three and a half hours
passed very quickly with good craic with Simeon’s mates tales of Goodwood and john Rushtons tales
of the Falklands penguins and helicopters being ditched off Frigates in bad weather..At which point
the rain got too much for us and we ventured into the residents lounge where we found Ian Cowan
and the Garforth Four who had partaken of the ships hospitality and the humour was definitely below
decks but very amusing.
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We quickly disembarked, I was expecting
somewhere the size of Silloth so hadn’t
bothered checking where scrutineering
was and after 10 minutes I was suffering
from “range anxiety” as there were no
petrol stations and I had my doubts that
Super unleaded may not yet have made it
to the IOM. Little did I know, as every
petrol station, and there are lots of them
for such a small place, had super u. Eventually found the TT pit complex and scrutineering bay, big queues of local competitors who were meant to sign on the
next day, but great craic with the VSCC
crowd including the Austin 7 racers.
Scrutineering was in the building which I normally watch guy Martin and the likes at the TT on
the telly, so real atmosphere. Scrutineering passed it was off to find petrol and then “the wrong
way” over the mountain course from Douglas to the Ramsey Park hotel in Ramsey. That drive
was surreal, just turning dark, broody hills, sunset, billiard board smooth tarmac and psychotic
local drivers. Stopped to admire Connor Cummings famous corner at the Verandah, toodark to
see if the green paint from his fairing was still on the cats eyes.
Thursday was a late 12 noon start with the mile long sprint from the TT grandstand back up the
TT course the wrong way to Governors Bridge. The journey from Ramsey to Douglas the “right
way” over the mountain was a real joy, stop for a photo at Mountain Box where the Snaefell railway crosses the course and then a flat out dice with a 7 litre Jensen Interceptor down the towards
Greg-ny-Baa. In the drivers briefing I stood next to Mark Higgins and later got a good look
around his Californian registered 2014 Subaru WRX which he is using at this years TT to beat his
infamous 2011 full TT course record for a car. What a great bloke more of which later.
The Governors Sprint course is basically one hairpin, a flat out in fifth gear (for me) straight,
proper rally style chicane, down the dip and then up to the finish. One run before lunch due to
timing issues and then the roads opened again from 3PM until 6PM. Grabbed a lift into Douglas
with a marshal (very friendly folk), lunch from M&S (French goats cheese, fennel and caramelised onions, Mango and orange fruit smoothie and hand baked sea slat and balsamic vinegar
pomme frites)and then walk back up the steep hill to the TT grandstand, where lunch was taken
watching Stan the Timekeeper in the pit straight and me pondering how many TT racers there are
in the graveyard opposite the grandstand. With time to kill, I drove out to Glen Helen to take one
quick run (as did quite a few others) up the hilllclimb which would take place there the next day.
The roads closed again at 6PM and the crowds in the grandstand were quite impressive. Two or
three runs later and I finished second in class two tenths of a second behind a really nice local lad.
The last runs were in the dark and then another run back to Ramsey
Friday was a run from Ramsey, the wrong way around the TT course up the Sulby Straight, Ballaugh Bridge etc then down the Cronk-y-Voddy straight to the course we would be competing at
past Glen Helen, Sarah’s cottage etc. It was the first time this course had been run and there were
some teething problems but boy what a fast, wide and challenging course. Lots of walls, hay
bales and recticel barriers to hit. Have to admit that I couldn’t remember the sequence of corners
and it was mainly very commited flat out sections, so I was quite scared at times. Flat out in fifth
up Cronk-y-Voddy straight for the finish, 100mph for me but 130 -140 mph for David Rushton!!
One of the locals blew the engine of his TR4 on the start line, with the bits hitting marshals and
then another local totalled his Caterham straight off the start line, rolling it over, ripping off the
carbs and doing an effective job on the drivers arm..ouch.
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The roads opened again quite early so I had a run up to Jurby
to see the airfield where my Dad did his national service,
quite a quiet place with a kart track and industrial estate, but
lovely bluebells.
It poured down on Friday night and following a vegetarian
fish supper (i.e. chips) I decided to walk the Lhergy Frissell
hillclimb course (up the Ramsey hairpin, waterworks, the
Gooseneck etc). Quite difficult to properly walk the racing
line on a wet open public road at dusk. I made it halfway up
the course where the pavement finished at which point i
thought discretion was the better part of valor and retreated
to the hotel.
Breakfasted on Saturday morning with one of the VSCC
chaps and his wife and the rain was just starting to recede.
The paddock was the residential streets just down from Ramsey hairpin and you just left all your tools etc on the pavement, no hassle from the residents at all. First run up the hill
and I was 14th overall out of 115 starters and 5 seconds in
front of my local class competition. It could only be downhill
from here. Next run, I lined up for the start and then the ambulance set off up the hill as a local had thrown another Triumph (think) over the wall and it couldn’t be recovered then we had a TR8 (local again) which apparently went into spectators at Ramsey
hairpin, so off the ambulance goes and then the Police as it became a crime scene. You couldn’t
make it up.
Whilst sitting in the start line queue I got speaking to the locals who explained the IOM tax system,
the history of the island and the reason why the ferry is so slow. I nearly missed the last run of the
day having an unforgettable chat with Harry Hockley, some of the TEGsport and ex Atkinson Motorsport guys. I got tales of 6R4 roll cages, Dave Metcalfe’s exploits and a lesson from Mr Higgins
on how to drive around the TT course, it seems minute smooth steering inputs are essential and he’s
not taking a passenger this year as the last one nearly had to have his hands tie wrapped together to
stop him pulling on the handbrake when he got scared! During his tank slapper down Bray hill in
2011 he told me he was braking then accelerating all the time to try and get it back under control. He
had a really good explanation of what makes a good driver and it’s not reaction times, it’s the ability
to process lots of information very quickly. Now I know why I’ll never be quick enough!He reckons
he has watched Tony Pond’s lap of the course in circa 1990 over 100 times and the Rover 827 he
used was a very finely “tuned” standard car .
Eventually we got 3 runs, but these weren’t your ordinary speed event runs, these were Marks and
Spencers runs of 89 secs for me and about 60 seconds for the Pikes Peak Evo that took FTD. Super
addictive proper road racing.
In the queue for the ferry (10 cars) I got talking to a guy who’s wife comes from the IOM and he has
to go there once a month to visit relatives. Needless to say in the back of his van he had a Fireblade
“to kill time when he had enough of the mother in law”! He had watched all three events and is going to enter next year.
I managed the whole ferry journey home on the outside deck listening to the Waterboys album Fisherman’s Box – Awesome like the whole weekend. I will be back.
PS Well impressed with the Garforth Four marshalling and encouraging me even when I was concentrating too hard to see them...
David Wiggins
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Gates Tyres Northern Historic Rally Awards
Berwick Classic Rally, May 3rd/4th, 2014
The latest round of the Gates Tyres Northern Historic Rally Awards series took place in the North
East organised by Berwick and District Motor Club. There was a good entry of 51 cars comprising
most of NESCRO’s best crews and a superb selection of Historic rally cars – eg, Ford Escorts, Anglia
and Cortinas, MGBs and Midgets, Alfas, Lancias, Porsche, Triumph TR2s and TR4s, Volvo Amazon,
VW Beetle, Minis, Sunbeam Rapier, Dolly Sprint…the variety seemed endless.
“Gates Historic” contenders included Dave Agnew and Andy Pullen Porsche 911 (Andy fresh from
victory on the Ilkley), Charles Graves/Ron Palmer TR4, David Marsden/Mike Garstang Cortina GT
Mk1 and Richard Goodacre/Peter Birtles Volvo Amazon.
Scrutineering and signing-on took place in Tweedmouth Service Station’s excellent premises and the
route for everyone but Novices was handed out as we left MTC1 – that kept most navigators fairly
twitchy all afternoon. First car started at 4.30pm and within 10 minutes it was lining up at RSC1 where
David Garstang and family were handling the clock (Reg1 proved to be an all North West affair with
Tot and Maureen Dixon on the ITC and Bob Hargreaves and his wife at RFC1 – all three teams were
visible throughout the weekend at various marshalling and spectator points).
All three regularities on Saturday evening had the appearance of simplicity but as many found out in
Reg1 with ITCs, speed changes, code and passage boards there were enough challenges to keep even
the more experienced crews on their toes. At RFC1 Ross Butterworth/Ali Proctor, Richard Goodacre/
Peter Birtles, David Agnew/AndyPullan were tied on 4sec’s, John Bertram/David Taylor, Charles
Graves/Ron Palmer and Dougie Humphrey/Chris Louden on 5sec’s, Archie Simmonds/Richard Simmonds on 6sec’s, Jim Hendry/Graham Couser on 9sec’s, Cochrane/Magee on 11sec’s but we were a
bit slow out of the blocks on 17sec’s.
Reg 2 took us into the lanes south and south west of Cornhill and Coldstream and again crews were
tested without being overawed – a nicely balanced approach typical of the Berwick team. The weather
was good and the Borders scenery excellent. The roads were smooth and, of course, traffic was almost
non-existent. At RFC2 Butterworth and Bertram were on 2sec’s, Simmonds’ were on 3sec’s, Graves/
Palmer on 5sec’s, Humphrey/Louden on 7sec’s, we’d woken up and recorded 8sec’s, Andy Beaumont/
Andy Fish on 9sec’s, Goodacre/Birtles on 10sec’s, Hendry/Couser on 14sec’s while Dave Agnew
dropped back a bit on 20sec’s.
Reg 3 took us into the lanes north east of Coldstream and again the apparently simple route held a few
challenges. Some crews were caught out at a junction where the navigator’s route instruction was contrary to the information on the roadside signpost, especially when plotted onto the map – we did a bit
of head scratching here! Nevertheless, Furness/Furness and Barnes/Shelley were on 28sec’s, Graves/
Palmer were showing their experience and consistency on 29sec’s, Noel Cochrane/Michael Magee on
31sec’s, we were fighting back with 33sec’s, Beaumont and Hendry each had 37sec’s, Agnew, Humphrey and the Simmonds were all on 38sec’s, Butterworth on 39sec’s but Goodacre/Birtles dropped
back a bit on 44sec’s.
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From RFC3 the route took us north west of Duns to Langtonlees where the formidable Col du Langton Test awaited – one of the best tests in the NESCRO series. The first half of the test is gravel and
the second half smooth tarmac. From the start it is steep downhill with a couple of chicanes and a line
astride before climbing uphill to the farm. In the farmyard cones had been set up in a figure of 8 requiring a neat pair of 360s. Then it was off uphill again for a long pull to the finish interspersed with
chicanes and line astride. Langton is a quick test and the finish marshals who could see and hear us
coming for some distance greeted us with big grins. Quickest on the test was Archie Simmonds on
2m14s, Butterworth on 2m18s, Dougie Humphrey on 2m30s, Dave Agnew on 2m32s, Jim Hendry on
2m33s, Mike Dent making a reappearance in Derek Fielding’s VW Beetle on 2m35s, we had 2m41s,
Graves/Palmer on 2m48s but Goodacre/Birtles dropped to 3m03s.
From Langtonlees we headed east towards Berwick calling in at Sunwick farm for Test 2 – a quick
gravel and tarmac affair. Quickest here was Archie Simmonds on 42s, Butterworth on 47s, Cochrane,
Humphrey and Agnew on 48s, we were on 49s, Hendry on 55sec’s, Beaumont and Goodacre each on
56s and John Bertram on 59s.
After a packed 3 hours competiton motoring we were back in Berwick at MTC2 to hand in the time
card and catch up with some of the other crews. Team Simmonds were already showing their pace
hotly pursued by Ross Butterworth but the pack just behind were snapping at their heels and any mistakes would have a big effect on the final results. Then we were off to for some fish and chips and
back for a beer or two at the cottage that was to be our home for the next week.
I was up early on Sunday morning to finish plotting Sunday’s route. Two Regularities and 15 tests
were on the day’s menu taking the route from Berwick through the Borders and into the Scottish
countryside south of Dunbar – great!
MTC3 was on the quayside at Berwick and we were soon on our way to RSC 4 ……with all still to
play for! Another cunning route took us through Border country to the north west of Berwick before
circling back towards the A1. Part way through we crossed a stunning girder bridge over the River
Whiteadder where later in the week I’d spend a happy day fly fishing for brown trout. At RFC4 the
leading crews were: Agnew on 2sec’s (must have enjoyed a good night’s sleep), Butterworth and Bertram each on 3sec’s, Graves and Humphrey both on 5sec’s, we shared 8sec’s with Hendry, Goodacre
and Dent on 9sec’s, Simmonds’ were on 12s, Noel Cochrane missed a Code Board and ended with
5m58sec’s while prospects for Beaumont/Fish were dimmed when they missed a passage check between RFC4 and Test 3 and collected 15m00s penalty - arghh!
A scenic run out took us up the coast to tests 3 and 4 at Tower Farm and Drysdales and then on to
Torness power station for a smooth car park test. Tower Farm perhaps provided most entertainment
being a mix of loose cinders/gravel and smooth concrete – fastest were Noel Cochrane and Dougie
Humphrey on 53s, Agnew and Butterworth on 54s, Simmonds on 55s, Beaumont and Dent (some
Beetle!!) on 56s, we shared 58s with John Bertram, Hendry and Goodacre were on 1m02s – so not
much being given away by the leading crews.
From Torness we had a country run to RSC5 where the route instructions for the second half of the
regularity had no interval or total mileages and little else but letters with a route direction. Most navigators were keen to get it over with but once again the route worked out well. Best here were Butterworth and Bertram on 6sec’s, Beaumont on 7sec’s, Agnew on 10sec’s, Simmonds on 13sec’s,Graves
on 17sec’s, Hendry on 23sec’s, we had 24sec’s, Humphrey on 35sec’s, Goodacre on 50sec’s and Dent
on 51sec’s.
With the Regularity over we had three of the best Berwick-type tests to take us to lunch. Test 6 (a lap
and a half of the woods at Crouchie) sticks in my mind and it became abundantly clear that the
Cortina was going to give us a memorable day out before retiring. Fastest was Butterworth on 1m47s,
Dent in the Beetle on 1m51s (Oh, no! And, he’ll be back out in his restored Imp soon), Simmonds and
Agnew on 1m54s, Bertram on 1m56s, we had 1m57s, Humphrey 2m03s, Goodacre 2m04s, Graves
2m07s and Hendry 2m08s. Noel Cochrane’s event came to a sad end here when the Midget suffered
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suspension failure.
After a good picnic lunch we were off to Cockielaw where the second half of Reg 5 had been turned
into a Test with a number of code boards to keep us all honest. During the regularity Dave mentioned that he thought some of the roads were a bit rough but on the Test we didn’t feel much – you
don’t when it feels like only one wheel is in contact with the surface at any time! Fastest and stunningly quick was Butterworth on 1m42s, Beaumont on 1m50s, Simmonds on 1m55s, Bertram and
Humphrey on 1m56s, Agnew on 1m59s, Goodacre on 2m01s, we had 2m03sec’s, Dent slipped back
on 2m13s, Hendry on 2m14s and Graves on 2m22s.
Another 6 tests took us to the final test at Scoughall. On the way we were treated to some outstanding farm tests using a variety roads, yards and buildings. These tests form the heart of the Berwick’s Sunday afternoon and provide some of the best tests to be found anywhere. Access is generously provided to most of these tests by the Gray family of which both Quentin, Swallow Doretti (a
TR2 derivative from the early 50’s) and Kenneth, TR2, were both competing on the event.
Scoughall was typical and started with a long run on a concrete road through a series of big bale chicanes before launching onto the loose and then into a concrete yard for a challenging circuit of the
buildings. Fastest here were Butterworth and Simmonds tied on 1m35s, Humphrey on 1m40s, Beaumont on 1m41s and regretting that missed Passage Check, Agnew on 1m42s, we were on 1m45s,
Hendry on 1m52s, Bertram on 1m55s, Graves on 1m56s, Dent on 2m03s and Goodacre/Birtles on
2m08s no doubt contemplating the prospect of a pint at the finish.
A short run took us to the finish at Whitekirk Golf Club where beer and a superb carvery awaited.
Provisional results were announced quickly and with no protests the final results were published
promptly. Event winners Archie and Richard Simmonds, Escort RS2000 Mk2 (20m 50s) thanked all
concerned for an outstanding rally. Archie was followed home by 2nd Butterworth/Proctor, 21.12, 3rd
Agnew/Pullen 21.52, 4th Humphrey/Louden 22.01, 5th Marsden/Garstang 23.02, 6th Bertram/Taylor
23.05, 7th Hendry/Couser 24.02, 8th Short/Heath came through with 24.10, 9th Goodacre/Birtles
24.33 and 10th Graves/Palmer 24.36. It was a great result for the WMC Gates Historic contenders all
of whom finished in the top ten after a very competitive event.
Thanks go to Stuart Bankier and his dedicated team who had organised another outstanding Berwick
Classic. The Berwick and Borders landowners are very generous with their permission to access
such superb venues and, of course, the marshals (who came from near and far) did a super job all
weekend.
We were delighted to give the Cortina the good result she deserved – 16 consecutive seasons and
over 100 rallies, long may she enjoy her retirement and a leisurely rebuild. It was good to see Mike
Dent out competing albeit driving Derek Fielding’s VW Beetle – Mike has lost none of his speed
and clocked some impressive test times; Derek thoroughly enjoyed being chauffered around but suffered somewhat from “mal de navigation” as the event unfolded.
The next “Gates Historic” round is WMC’s own Lake District Classic so come and join us – Dave
and I will be out marshalling while work progresses on the Cortina’s successor. I’ll also be out hillclimbing in the Cooper “S” from time to time just to keep the adrenalin flowing!
Mike Garstang.
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Marshals’ Post
Chief Marshals and Championship Scorer: David Wiggins 016973 49488 Email:
michellewigins137@btinternet.com

Marshals Championship


The Championship is open to all current WMC members



Points will be allocated with 5 for a half day event and 10 for an all day event.



Points will be allocated from signing one sheets and/or members claiming the points within
30 days of the event. The 2014 championship will run from March 1st until December 30th.



All WMC events will count plus events where the club is invited to have a marshalling
team.



Everyone signed on will be eligible for points whether an “organiser” or “marshal” .

Prizes:
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Passenger ride in an M Sport WRC car. (Donated by Malcolm Wilson)
Two pairs of tickets to the Knockhill BTCC round. (Donated by Knockhill)
Two Weekend tickets to the Croft Nostalgia Festival (Donated by Croft Circuit)
Two Weekend tickets to the Croft BTCC round (Donated by Croft Circuit)
Two tickets to Autosport Show/Race Retro/NEC Classic
Two tickets to the Donington Classic Festival
1 ticket to the Autosport Show/Race Retro/NEC Classic
1 ticket to the Donington Classic Festival
1 ticket to the Croft Historic Meeting

Major dates for the marshals’ diary:
Sunday June 29th
Lake District Classic Rally Penrith area
Contact David Agnew 01946 84145 Email: DAVIDWAGNEW@aol.com
Friday Aug 15th
Sunday Aug 17th

Dalemain setting out
Cumbria Classic Car Show
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Rally Torque
News from Road & Stage

Not much rally action these days but Rob Iveson took his 309 Gti to Three Sisters with
Heather Grisedale for the Cetus Stages and
came 23rd out of the 40 starters.

The Pirelli Rally proved to be a huge damp squib as the British Rally Championship is in dire straits
with a dire entry in both numbers and quality. As one spectator said after watching the first ten cars;
“When are the real rally cars coming?” The organisers put a huge effort in with the city centre start and
finish (watched by one man and his dog) and city based service which attracted no one. The biggest expense must have been for all the lanyards and passes that Tom, Dick and Harry were wearing.
It is obvious that the competitors don’t want that sort of championship or event now. You just have to
look a the size and quality of the entry that the BTRDA, Scottish and Welsh Championship rounds get
with no frills events and no needless hype and frills. Hopefully the MSA will have a rethink when they
award the franchise for the championship next year.

New road sign in the Highlands.
Perhaps we need a few on our
fell roads?
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Autojumble
Buy, Sell, Exchange, Give!
Free to members
2005 MG ZS+ 1.6
Rare example with bodywork by Peter Stevens. Silver Fox. 57,800 miles. Tax and MOT end June
2014 Good condition, used daily. Head tank level indicator,K&N air filter, EBC discs all round,
New cam belt and water pump fitted;New head gasket fitted, New rear brake callipers; Half leather
seat facings; Air con. radio/CD player; Electric front windows and door mirrors
£1,500.00 ono .Contact: Richard Lewington; 01900 824632; 07802 447914
MGB GT - FOR SALE
A Unique opportunity to own an immaculately prepared and maintained sports car which
has given many years enjoyment. VED exempt, MOT’d for immediate driving pleasure
1972 Glacier White. Matching numbers. Heritage Certificate, full history, all bills, period brochures, handbook, BMC Special Tuning Manual, history of owners from new, first registered as
Leyland executive’s car.
Ground-up restoration including bare metal re-spray with photo record. Excellent interior, l5”
leather Motolita steering wheel, walnut dash, inertia reel seatbelts together with new seat foams and
webbing. Twin Cibie spots, H4 headlights, hazard lights and electric windscreen washer pump.
1840cc engine fitted with a Peter Burgess Fast Road head, Piper BP270 cam and vernier duplex
timing chain. Rebuilt SUs with stub stacks and K&N Filters. Big Bore branch manifold. Aldon
Igniter , Lucas sports coil and Magnicor leads. Kenlowe electric fan with a manual overide. Bosch
Hi torque starter motor.
Tuned on Rolling Road by Peter Burgess - 100bhp at wheels.
15” 5.5J Minilite alloys with Continental Premium Contact 2 tyres, uprated front lever arm,
uprated front anti roll bar and Koni rear shock absorbers. Poly bushes fitted throughout. Uprated
EBC front discs together with Carbotech ‘Bobcat’ friction pads. Original overdrive unit reconditioned last year by Overdrive Repair Services, Sheffield. Stay in front of the crowd. Photos available on request
£7,500.00. .Contact: Richard Lewington; 01900 824632; 07802 447914
Fuchs Silkolene 20/40 classic oil 5 litres for £14.95, Titan 10/40 4 litres for £14.95. 1 litre of diff
oil £4.00, Water Wetter to aid cooling £12.00. Classic oil filters for MGs, Minis etc £3.50. Competition car safety stickers sets £2.00. Diesel engine cleaner £10.00. Red rotor arms and condensers
for classics - solve your ignition problems £6.00 each Windscreen wipers for classics £2.00 each.
Ring Graeme on 01900 825642.
Barn storage: £50 per quarter. Ring Graeme on 01900 825642. 1 space available.

MG Cumbria

Reivers’ Raid Run
Sunday, July 13th
120 miles in the land of the Reivers starting and finishing near Brampton
Open to all ages of MG and other fine cars.
Entry forms on the website or from Graeme Forrester, 01900 825642
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Inside the Industry
Paul Gilligan keeps us up to date
Aston Martin At The Crossroads
While Rolls-Royce, Bentley (see below), Jaguar and Land Rover boom, Britain’s other iconic brand
Aston Martin is having less happy times. Unlike the others it is experiencing heavy losses, sales are
40% down from the peak, the Chief Executive has become part-time Chairman and not yet been replaced, David Richards has gone. All in all not a happy picture.
In spite of losses last year of £17M Aston were able to raise additional capital of £500M which included Daimler (Mercedes) taking a 5% stake. Mercedes have agreed a contract to supply engines and
it is rumoured that Aston will be able to dip into other areas of the Mercedes parts bin. In areas like
climate control, electronics, infotainment Aston lag badly against mainstream cars never mind supercar
competitors. The £500M will be used to fund much-needed new models.
Although they grew sales 20% on the US last year the weakest area of sales performance for AM is the
World’s largest car market – China. They only sold 400 cars there last year. There are several problems. Aston were late to the party in China, China is not a sports car market, limousines and large
4x4s are preferred. And (seriously) awareness of James Bond is very low in China. Of the 400 Chinese sales almost 75% were of the Rapide 4 door saloon.
RR and Mini prosper under BMW, Bentley under VW. A full blown Mercedes takeover of Aston
could bring them the same result. And an expansion of the range to include no doubt a large, fast, and
very expensive 4x4.
Meanwhile Bentley Moves Forward
Last year Bentley sold just over 10000 cars, Aston just over 4000. Under VW Bentley are investing
heavily in new models and new people. 90 new engineers and over 50 apprentices are being recruited
and £800 million has been allocated for new model and facility developments. New models include
the much awaited 4x4, due in 2016 and reportedly styled very differently to the prototype shown last
year. By 2017 3500 4x4s a year will be made in Crewe bringing total Bentley sales to over 15000 a
year.
There seems no end to the World’s love affair with big expensive 4x4s. Waiting lists for Range Rover
and Range Rover Sport are lengthening not shortening, and although there was a whiff of discount a
few months ago, that has virtually disappeared now.
GM Fined $35M
In 2001 GM discovered that faulty ignition switches were causing some of their cars to be involved in
accidents. In total 11 people lost their lives as a result. As you’d expect GM recalled cars possibly affected to change the ignition switches. However they didn’t rush to do so. I fact they didn’t action the
recall until earlier this year, that’s right 13 years later!
The US Government has fined GM $35M for this delay, the maximum penalty allowed. There are
moves to raise this maximum to $300M. Even this will pale into insignificance against the payouts
GM will be made to make to the families of those killed or seriously injured. In such a litigious country as the US these are expected to total around $1.5 BILLION! Many will say a penalty deserved.
European Car Sales Continue To Recover
Whilst car sales in the UK have been rising strongly since early last year, it is only now that Europe as
a whole is following. YTD sales are 6.6% up on last year. Spain, which suffered almost worst of all,
is 29% up, and 25 of the 30 European markets are up.
Renault came back from intensive care to post the greatest increase at over 10% up and very close to
overtaking GM for 3rd place in Europe behind VW and Ford. With Italian sales still weak Fiat showed
one of the lowest increases. Amongst the smaller brands Dacia (up 32%) and Skoda (up 22%) were
very strong.
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Who Covers The Market
Industry analysts divide the new car market into segments, like Mini, Super-Mini, SUV (4x4) in
various sizes, Large Saloon/Hatch etc. Then manufacturers can examine their performance in each
segment to spot weaknesses and therefore opportunities to increase sales. Of course not all manufacturers cover all segments, in fact in Europe nobody covers all.
Ford and GM cover 12 out of 14, but are still comfortably outsold by VW who only cover 10. What
might happen when VW plug those gaps? Renault, having killed off Laguna, Modus, and Espace
only cover 7 out of 14 which must limit future growth. Most exposed of all Fiat only cover 5 segments, and two of those with Punto and Bravo, both products on their last legs. In fact as one analyst commented recently Fiat can now be justly described as the 500 Car Company, with the 500
representing the lion’s share of their sales.
A broad spread of sales spread risk for a manufacturer. What happens to Fiat if they get the 500 replacement wrong? Broad spread also helps selling to fleets. Others recognise this. Relatively new
entrants the Korean manufacturers Kia and Hyundai already cover 9 of the 14 segments. As the
British motorcycle industry proved in the 1960s, moving to ever smaller segments to avoid Asian
competition is not a good plan. At the end of the day you have to fish where the fish are, something
Renault and Fiat need to look at.
Electric News
The first electric car “supercharging” point is about to go live at the South Mimms Services where
the A1 meets the M25. This will enable an electric car to receive a charge in 20 minutes that will
propel it for a further 130 miles. More Motorway Supercharge points will follow soon. Catch is that
only one make of electric car can use this facility. That’s the US deigned and built Tesla which
launches in the UK next month. The other catch is that Tesla prices start at £70000, so hardly a volume player. There are plans being talked about to establish a motorway network of fast charge
points that will suit other electric cars, but just talk currently. Meanwhile the first 4 months of 2014
saw only 1547 pure electric cars registered in the UK, so customers remain unconvinced.
One of the big barriers to increased sales is cost. Even after the Government grant of £5000 a Nissan Leaf will cost you £21000 for the most basic model. Similar sized petrol cars are around half
that. However with used buyers also unconvinced and wary of the high cost of battery replacement
you can get a 12 month old Leaf for little more than half of new cost, and a 3 year old one for about
30% of new price. Those are far higher depreciation rates than similar petrol cars experience. OK
you’re saving on fuel, but when you factor in battery replacement as well as depreciation there is no
doubt that going green is very expensive and beyond the means of most. For the moment at least.
Tesla, with a 300 mile range and 20 minute re-charge shows what’s possible. If you have £70000
that is.
I remain, as my regular reader knows, unconvinced.

Paul Gilligan
pg@gvcontracts.co.uk
I am going to give Paul a little plug here as he never uses his column to promote his business. I recently decided to change my car and did the usual research with the options of another Mondeo, a
Yeti or an Octavia. Having checked availability and deals locally I asked Paul what he could come
up with and in due course a very satisfactory deal was done without leaving the house and in due
course a 63 plate Mondeo was delivered to my house. Painless!
I am sure Paul will be happy to assist any members.
Graeme
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Andy’s Armchair
Andy Armstrong takes an irrelevant look at
motoring and motorsport
I did get down to Donington early in May for the Sunday of the Historic Festival, and had a thoroughly enjoyable day. The racing was good with Ian Flux’s charge from the back of the grid to an
overall win in the 2 litre Osella being the most entertaining, and the 3 wheel Morgan from 1929 snapping at the wheels of a mighty Bentley of similar age the most bizarre, not to mention potentially the
most dangerous. If they’d tangled then the “Moggie” and driver would have been crushed and the
Bentley boy may have known very little about it when considering his lofty perch. Pre-war racing has
in general had a rough time of late with one driver being killed after being crushed by his car when it
rolled, and 2 others ending in the hospital with nasty if not life threatening injuries. I don’t know what
the answer is as fitting these vintage racers with belts and cages would ruin their appeal but that said,
they must be incredibly dangerous to drive at or even near the limit when compared to a modern racing machine.
From a personal perspective I got value for money from my admission fee simply by having a good
look in the Pearson engineering area of the paddock. For one, they had ex- Border Reivers, i.e. Clark,
D-Type from 1958 and also the ex- Sid Taylor Lola T 70 GT from 1967. These cars are probably one
of the most pure shapes ever to grace a race track and more incredible when you consider it’s getting
close to 50 years old. I know it’s not as efficient aerodynamically as a modern LMP 1 car but it’s
many times better to look at, almost but not quite, 330 P4 Ferrari gorgeous but then nothing is to my
eyes.
I had a good natter with John Shinton the man who makes the large scale models which sell for thousands. He really is something special and considering what he can do from scratch and the “codge-up”
I can make of something that just needs glued together from a set of instructions he’s approaching
maestro or genius levels. If you haven’t done so already look up John Shinton models on the old “inter
web net” thingy and be amazed.
Next up is Brands Hatch on May 25th for the 50th anniversary of the first Grand Prix held there in
1964, won by “himself” at an average speed of 94.14 m.p.h., which seems desperately slow by modern standards but was pushing on a touch at the time. I was reckoning it up and realised I hadn’t been
at Brands Hatch since 1981 when a young Nigel Mansell had a F1 Lotus there and during the lunch
break set a new unofficial lap record for the short circuit while doing a demonstration run. It’ll be
nice to have a mooch about the place again and with luck I’ll get the marshals at Hawthorns to put a
few flowers on the bank at the outside of the corner where “Seppi” met his end in 1971.
Well that’s it again, I’m off flying in the next few days as my son-in-law has just got his private
pilot’s licence. He’s really enjoyed the challenge and didn’t seem to find it that hard, so who knows,
maybe I could have a go myself. After all the current road car is known as “Manfred” being a red
BMW and therefore named after the WW1 fighter ace, The Red Baron. Is it a sign I should learn to
fly?
Ends
AA
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What’s On
WMC events and other events of interest
June
4th
11th
14th
15th
21/22
27/28
29th
29th
29th

WMC
WMC
LMC

MSCC

Pub Run by Kendall Bruce, starts at the Mockerkin lay by.
Grass Autotest by the Hunter family
Barbon Clubmans Hill Climb (BSCBSC)
Crookdake Gardens open
MG 90 at Silverstone
Scottish Rally around Dumfries
Lake District Classic Rally
Blindcrake Garden & Art Safari plus Classic Cars
Forrestburn Hill Climb (BSCBSC)

WMC
MSA
MG C
WCMSC
WMC
WMC

Pub Run
British Grand Prix at Silverstone
Reiver’s Raid Run
Greystoke Stages
Lunch Run
Grass Autotest

MGCC
RSAC
WMC

July
2nd
6th
13th
13th
22nd
27th

Visit the website for all the latest news
Forum Log in: wigtonmc. Password: marshals
Please only phone club officials between 19.00 and 21.00 in the evening.
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